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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study how generalized logarithmic transformations and generalized Þber
sums change the Donaldson invariant of smooth closed four manifolds. The two basic
operations are deÞned as follows.
Let X be a smooth closed oriented four manifold, and ‚)X be a smoothly embedded
2-torus with self-intersection 0. Let nd(‚) denote a tubular neighborhood of ‚. Then for
each orientation reversing di⁄eomorphism / : L(XCnd(‚))PL (D2]„2) the resulting closed
manifold X(/)"(XCnd (‚))X
(
(D2]„2) is the generalized logarithmic transformation of
X corresponding to /.
Similarly, let Z
1
and Z
2
be smooth closed oriented four manifolds with smoothly
embedded two-tori ‚
i
)Z
i
with self-intersection 0, where i"1, 2. Then for each orienta-
tion reversing di⁄eomorphism / : L (Z
1
Cnd(‚
1
))PL(Z
2
Cnd (‚
2
)) we deÞne the generalized
Þber sum Z(/)"(Z
1
Cnd(‚
1
))X
(
(Z
2
Cnd(‚
2
)).
Particular cases of these constructions give the classical log transform and Þber connec-
ted sum for elliptic surfaces.
Our main technical result, which is presented in Theorem 2.2, is a product formula for
certain SO(3) Donaldson invariants for four manifolds which split along a smoothly
embedded 3-torus. As a nice application we prove the following theorem resolving in the
aƒrmative a conjecture of Robert Friedman on Donaldson invariants of elliptic surfaces
with b‘
2
"1.
THEOREM 1.1. For each set P"Mp
1
,2 , psN, of positive integers let E (1)P denote a regu-
lar elliptic surface with p
g
"0 and multiple Þbers with multiplicity p
1
,2 , ps , respectively.
Suppose that each p
i
is odd. ‚et ‚ denote the homology class of a generic Þber. For each
e3H2(E (1)P , Z) satisfying Se, ‚T,1 (mod2), the Donaldson invariants corresponding to
SO(3) bundles PPE (1)P with w2 (P),e (mod 2) have simple type in the unique chamber
which contains F"PD(‚) on its boundary. Furthermore, the corresponding Donaldson series
DL
E(1)P,e
(cf. DeÞnition 2.4), satisÞes
DL
E(1)P,e
"(!1)(e2~e>F)@2 exp(Q/2) 1
cosh(F)
s
<
i/1
cosh(F)
cosh(F/p
i
)
.
Another application of the same technique is
THEOREM 1.2. ‚et F
g
be an oriented, closed two manifold with genus g’1. ‚et
‚"[pt]„2]3H
2
(F
g
]„2, Z), and F"PD(‚). „hen for each e3H2 (F
g
]„2) with
Se, ‚T,1 (mod2) the corresponding SO(3) Donaldson invariants satisfy the simple type
relation on H
0
(F
g
]„2)= H
2
(F
g
]„2), cf. DeÞnition 2.3. Furthermore, the corresponding
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Donaldson series D
Fg]T2,e
satisÞes
D
Fg]T2,e
"$22g exp(Q/2)(cosh(F))2g~2.
We also have an analogous result for the g"0 case, where Donaldson invariants
depend also on the chamber, since b‘
2
(S2]„2)"1.
THEOREM 1.3. ‚et ‚"[pt]„2]3H
2
(S2]„2, Z), and F"PD(‚). For each e3
H2 (S2]„2) satisfying Se, ‚T,1 (mod2), the Donaldson invariants corresponding to SO(3)
bundles PPS2]„2 with w
2
(P),e (mod2) satisfy the simple type relation on
H
0
(S2]„2) =H
2
(S2]„2), in the unique chamber which contains F on its boundary. Further-
more, the corresponding Donaldson series DL
S2]T2,e
satisÞes
DL
S2]T2,e
"(!1)(e2~2e>F)@2 exp(Q/2) 1
cosh2 F
.
Note that the formula in Theorem 1.3 is just the extension of Theorem 1.2 to the g"0
case. On the other hand, the resulting Donaldson series is substantially di⁄erent from those
of simple-type four manifolds with b‘
2
’1 and b
1
"0, in that it does not satisfy the
conclusion of the structure theorem of [14], (cf. Proposition 3.2).
Our ultimate goal is achieved in Section 3, where we deÞne relative basic classes for
admissible smooth closed four-manifolds X with LX"„3 and compute the Donaldson
series of the generalized logarithmic transforms and generalized Þber sums in terms of the
relative basic classes. We also have corresponding formulas for Seiberg—Witten invariants,
see [21].
We proceed as follows. In Section 2 we state a product formula relating Donaldson
invariants of X
1
X
T3
X
2
with those of X]
1
"X
1
X
T3
D2]„2 and X]
2
"X
2
X
T3
D2]„2. This
result is proved by a direct Mayer—Vietoris argument using geometric representatives for
the divisors in the moduli space. Then in Section 3 we use this formula and the Kron-
heimer—Mrowka structure theorem [14] to deÞne relative invariants of X in terms of
invariants of XX
T3
(E (1)CD2]„2). We then give a product formula computing the Donald-
son series of X
1
X
(
X
2
from /
*
:H
1
(LX
1
)PH
1
(LX
2
) and the relative invariants of X
1
and
X
2
. Lastly, Section 4 contains the proof of the product formula stated in Section 2.
2. A PRODUCT FORMULA
We take the deÞnition of Donaldson invariants for granted, see [3, 14]. The notation we
use is the following. Suppose that … is a smooth closed oriented four manifold with
b‘
2
(…)’1 and b‘
2
(…)!b
1
(…) odd, equipped with a homology orientation i.e. an orienta-
tion on det(H
2
‘ (…, R))? det(H
1
(…, R))~1. For each c3H2(…, Z) and v3H
2
(…)a
=H
0
(…)b satisfying !2c2!3(1#b‘
2
(…)!b
1
(…)),2a#4b (mod 8) let q
W, c
(v) denote
the corresponding SO(3) Donaldson invariant evaluated on v, i.e. corresponding to the
moduli space of ASD connections on the unique SO(3) bundle PP…, with
!2p
1
(P)!3(1#b‘
2
(…)!b
1
(…))"2a#4b and w
2
(P),c (mod2), oriented as in
[3, p. 283] by the class c. Note that if c@,c (mod 2) then
q
W,c{
(v)"(!1)((c@~c)@2)2q
W, c
(v).
In this section we suppose that X is a smooth closed oriented four manifold with
a smoothly embedded three-torus ‰"„3)X, which splits X as X"X
1
X
Y
X
2
. The
orientation of ‰ is Þxed as L(X
1
)"‰, L (X
2
)"!‰.
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Let us Þx an orientation reversing di⁄eomorphism o :‰PS1]„2"L (D2]„2).
Let X]
1
"X
1
Xo(D2]„2), and X] 2"X2Xq >o (D2]„2), where the self-di⁄eomorphism
q :S1]„2PS1]„2 is the product of the identity on „2 and the complex conjugation on
S1 . Let c"(o~1)
*
[S1]pt]3H
1
(‰) and ‚"(o~1)
*
[pt]„2]3H
2
(‰). In order to simplify
the notation let ‚ denote also the corresponding homology classes in H
2
(X), H
2
(X]
1
),
H
2
(X]
2
).
For each e3H2 (X) satisfying that e D
Y
is an odd multiple of PD (c), let e
1
3H2(X
1
),
e
2
3H2 (X
2
) denote the restriction of e into X
1
and X
2
, respectively. Note that e
i
, i"1, 2
can be extended to H2(X]
i
), and any two extensions di⁄er by integer multiples of PD (‚). We
deÞne (e
i
)2 as the mod 2 value of the square of an extension of e
i
. Note that (e
i
)2 is
independent of the extension.
DeÞnition 2.1. For each &3H
2
(X, Z), that satisÞes PD (&) D
Y
"t PD(c) with t3Z, let
us Þx S
1
3H
2
(X
1
, S1]pt, Z), S
2
3H
2
(X
2
, S1]pt, Z) with L (S
1
)"t[S1]pt], L(S
2
)"
t[S1]pt], and S
1
#S
2
"&. Let &
i
3H
2
(X
i
) be given as &
i
"S
i
#t[D2]pt] for i"1, 2.
Also, let &
3
"t[S2]pt]3H
2
(S2]„2). We say any such triple (&
1
, &
2
, &
3
) is compatible
with &. Notice &
3
is determined by & but in general &
1
and &
2
are not.
Let e
i
"(e
i
)2#3
2
(1#b‘
2
(X]
i
)!b
1
(X]
i
))(mod2), for i"1, 2. For each v
i
3H
2
(X]
i
)ai
=H
0
(X]
i
)bi satisfying a
i
,e
i
(mod2) let q*
XK i ,ei
(v
i
) denote the Donaldson invariant corres-
ponding to the SO(3) bundle, P
i
PX]
i
, satisfying !2p
1
(P)!3(1#b‘
2
(X]
i
)!b
1
(X]
i
))"
2a
1
#4b
i
and w
2
(P
i
) D
Xi
"e
i
, where it is understood that in case b‘
2
(X]
i
)"1 the Donaldson
invariant is computed in the unique chamber which contains PD (‚) on its boundary.
When deÞning similar invariants for S2]„2 we also have to specify a chamber, since
b‘
2
(S2]„2)"1. The chamber we always use is the one corresponding to metrics which
stretch out the neck along the middle „3, i.e. the chamber which contains PD ([pt]„2]) on
its boundary. For every z3H
2
(S2]„2)2k=H
0
(S2]„2)n we deÞne q*
S2]T2
(z) to be the
Donaldson invariant corresponding to an SO(3) bundle P, where p
1
(P)"!2k!2n, and
w
2
(P) is either PD([S2]pt]) or PD ([S2]pt]#[pt]„2]) depending on the parity of k#n.
The next theorem will be proved in Section 4, but is used throughout the rest of this
section and Section 3.
THEOREM 2.2. ‚et X"X
1
X
Y
X
2
as above, and let e3H2(X, Z) be a class that restricts to
‰ as an odd multiple of PD (c). ‚et f i :X
i
PX, gi :X
i
PX]
i
be the inclusions for i"1, 2. ‚et
v
i
3H
2
(X
i
)ai =H
0
(X
i
)bi for i"1, 2. „hen for each non-negative integer n satisfying n#a
1
#
a
2
#2(b
1
#b
2
),!e2!3
2
(1#b‘
2
(X)!b
1
(X)) (mod 4) we deÞne I
n
"M(n
1
, k
1
,2 , km , n2)
Dn
1
#n
2
#+m
j/1
2k
j
"n, n
i
#a
i
,e
i
(mod 2), n
1
, n
2
, m*0, k
j
’0N. „hen
qX,e ( f 1
*
(v
1
), f 2
*
(v
2
), (&)n)
"!n! +
p|In C
1
n
1
!
q*
XK 1,e1
(g1
*
(v
1
), (&
1
)n1)
1
n
2
!
q*
XK 2,e2
(g2
*
(v
2
), (&
2
)n2)A
m
<
i/1
1
(2k
i
) !
q*
S2]T2
((&
3
)2ki)BD
where (&
1
, &
2
, &
3
) are chosen to be compatible with & in the sense of DeÞnition 2.1.
The homology orientations for X
1
and X
2
determine a homology orientation for X. In
the above theorem we take the Donaldson invariants for such orientations.
In order to use Theorem 2.2 to compute q
X,e
from q*
XK 1,e1
, q*
XK 2,e1
we need to compute
q*
S2]T2
(&
3
)2ki for k
i
3Z
‘
. We do that by comparing Theorem 2.2 with known results in some
special cases. Let us review Þrst the simple type relation of Kronheimer and Mrowka [14].
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DeÞnition 2.3 (Kronheimer and Mrowka [14]). Let X be a smooth closed oriented four
manifold, with b‘
2
(X)!b
1
(X) odd, and b‘
2
(X)’1. Let e3H2(X, Z). We say that
q
X,e
satisÞes the simple type relation on H
0
(X)=H
2
(X) if for every b
1
,2 , bt3H2 (X),
n*0 satisfying t#2n,!e2!3
2
(1#b‘
2
(X)!b
1
(X)) (mod4) we have
q
X,e
(b
1
,2 , bt , (pt)n‘2)"4qX,e(b1 ,2 , bt, (pt)n)
where pt denotes the standard generator of H
0
(X). If furthermore b
1
(X)"0, then we say
that q
X,e
has simple type.
DeÞnition 2.4. Suppose that q
X,e
satisÞes the simple-type relation on H
0
(X)=H
2
(X).
Then we deÞne the formal power series D
X,e
on H
2
(X, R) by
D
X,e
(s)" +
n,e (4)
q
X,e
(sn)
n!
# +
n,e‘2(4)
q
X,e
(sn, pt)
2 ) n!
where s3H
2
(X, R) and e"!e2!3
2
(1#b
2
‘ (X)!b
1
(X)).
We also need an extension of the above deÞnitions to the b‘
2
(X)"1 case. Suppose that
‚3H
2
(X, Z) is not a torsion element, that ‚2"0 and mod 2 reduction of ‚ is not zero.
Suppose also that b‘
2
(X)"1. Then for each e3H2 (X, Z) satisfying Se, ‚T,1 (mod 2), let
qL
X,e
denote the Donaldson invariant of X corresponding to e and the unique chamber
which contains PD (‚) on its boundary. Note that since Se, ‚T,1 (mod2) it follows that no
wall crosses through PD (‚) and for each degree there is a unique chamber which contains
PD (‚) on its boundary. If qL
X,e
has simple type on H
0
(X)=H
2
(X) then we deÞne
DL
X,e
according to DeÞnition 2.4.
Kronheimer and Mrowka [14], and independently Fintushel and Stern [5] computed
the Donaldson series for all simply connected elliptic surfaces with geometric genus p
g
*1.
In order to compute q*
S2]T2
we need only their computation for E (2), E (3) and E (4), which is
summarized in the next lemma. Later on in Theorem 2.10 we reprove some of their results
and also extend them to the p
g
"0 case.
LEMMA 2.5 (Kronheimer and Mrowka [14], and Fintushel and Stern [5]). ‚et E (n)
denote a simply connected elliptic surface with geometric genus p
g
"n!1 and no multiple
Þbers. ‚et ‚3H
2
( (E(n),Z) be the homology class of a generic Þber in E (n), and F"PD (‚).
f If n*2, then q
E (n),e
has simple type for all e3H2 (E (n), Z).
f D
E (2),e
"(!1)e2@2 exp (Q/2), where Q denotes the self-intersection form.
f For each e3H2(E (3), Z) with Se, ‚T,1 (mod2) we have
D
E (3),e
"(!1) (e2‘e >F)@2 exp (Q/2) cosh(F).
f For each e3H2(E(4), Z) with Se, ‚T,1 (mod2) we have
D
E (4),e
"(!1) (e2‘2e >F)@2 exp (Q/2) cosh2(F).
Using these computations and our product formula (Theorem 2.2), we get a Þrst result
about the invariants of S2]„2.
LEMMA 2.6. For each positive integer n, let J
n
"M(k
1
,2 , km) Dm’0, kj’0,
+m
j/1
k
j
"nN. …e deÞne the rational number
h
2n
"(!1)n +
p|Jn
m
<
j/1
1
(2k
j
)!
q*
S2]T2
((Z)2kj)
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where Z"[S2]pt]3H
2
(S2]„2). „hen we have
h (t)"1# =+
n/1
h
2n
t2n"cosh2(t).
Proof. Let us Þx an elliptic Þbration of E (2). Note that each nonsingular Þber is
a smoothly embedded two-torus with self-intersection 0. By deleting a tubular neighbor-
hood of a nonsingular Þber we deÞne X
1
"E (2)C (D2]„2), X
2
"E (2)C(D2]„2). Then
L(X
1
)"L (X
2
)"S1]„2, and we deÞne orientation reversing di⁄eomorphism
q :S1]„2PS1]„2 to be the product of the identity on „2 and the complex conjugation
on S1. In this way, we get E (4)"X"X
1
XqX2, where X] 1"E (2) and X] 2"E (2). Let
&3H
2
(E (4), Z) represent the homology class of a section in E (4). Choose &
1
3H
2
(E (2), Z),
&
2
3H
2
(E (2), Z) to be homology classes of sections. We do that in such a way that
(&
1
, &
2
, Z) is compatible with & in the sense of DeÞnition 2.1. Let e3H2(E (4), Z) be the
Poincare dual of &. Note that e2"!4. Now, we deÞne formal power series in t which are
variants of Donaldson series
f (t)" =+
n/0
q
E (4),e
((&)4n)
t4n
(4n)!
! =+
n/0
q
E (4),e‘F
((&)4n‘2)
t4n‘2
(4n#2)!
g
i
(t)" =+
n/0
(!1)nq*
E (2),ei
((&
i
)2n)
t2n
(2n)!
where F3H2(E (4), Z) is the Poincare dual of the Þber, and e
i
"e D
Xi
for i"1, 2. It easily
follows from Theorem 2.2, that f (t)"!g
1
(t)h (t)g
2
(t). On the other hand, we know from
Lemma 2.5 that f (t)"!exp (at2) cosh2 (t) and g
i
(t)"!exp(a
i
t2), where a"Q(&, &)/2 and
a
i
"Q(&
i
, &
i
)/2 for i"1, 2. Since Q(&
1
, &
1
)#Q(&
2
, &
2
)"Q(&, &), it follows that h (t)"
cosh2(t). K
Given this result, Theorem 1.3 becomes a direct computation.
Proof of „heorem 1.3. Note that since the intersection form of S2]„2 is even, the
orientation of the moduli space is independent of the integer lift of w
2
. So it is enough to
prove Theorem 1.3 for e"c and e"c#F, where c"PD[S2]pt]3H2(S2]„2, Z). Let us
take X"E (2) with the decomposition X"X
1
X
Y
X
2
, where X
1
"E (2)C( (D2]„2),
X
2
"D2]„2 . Then X]
1
"E (2) and X]
2
"S2]„2. For each &
2
3H
2
(S2]„2) we Þx
&
1
3H
2
(X]
1
), &
2
3H
2
(X]
2
) such that SF, &
1
T"SF, &
2
T. We choose any &3H
2
(X) accord-
ing to DeÞnition 2.1. For each n*0 we deÞne power series in t:
j
n,&2(t)" +
k,n (2)
qL
S2]T2,c
((&
2
)2k, (pt)n)
2n(2k)!
t2k! +
k,n‘1(2)
qL
S2]T2,c‘F
((&
2
)2k, (pt)n)
2n(2k)!
t2k .
Let us also Þx a3H2(X) with Sa, ‚T"1. Let f (t)"+=
k/0
(!1)kq*
E (2),a1
((&
1
)2k)t2k, where
a
1
"a D
X1
. Then it follows from Lemma 2.5 and Theorem 2.2 that for all n*0,
f (t)h(SF, &Tt)j
n,&2(t)"exp(t2 )Q (&, &)/2).
Since h(SF, &
2
Tt)"cosh2(SF, &
2
Tt) by Lemma 2.6, and f (t)"!exp(t2 )Q (&
1
, &
1
)/2) by
Lemma 2.5, it follows that
j
n,&2
(t)"!exp(t2Q (&
2
, &
2
)/2)
1
cosh2(SF, &
2
Tt)
.
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Clearly, j
n,&2
"j
n‘2,&2
and hence qL
S2]T2, c
and qL
S2]T2, c‘F
have simple type on
H
0
(S2]„2) =H
2
(S2]„2).
Now, the Taylor expansions of j
0,&2
(t) and j
1,&2
(t) give
DL
S2]T2, c
(&
2
)"!DL
S2]T2, c‘F
(&
2
)"!exp(Q(&
2
, &
2
)/2)
1
cosh2 (SF, &
2
T)
.
Since (c2!2c )F)/2,1 (2), and (c#F)2!2(c#F)F,0(2), this Þnishes the proof of
Theorem 1.3. K
THEOREM 2.7. ‚et X be a smooth closed oriented four manifold, with b‘
2
(X)*1, and
„2)X a smoothly embedded two-torus with self-intersection 0. Suppose that the mod 2
reduction of ‚"[„2]3H
2
(X, Z) is not zero and ‚ is not a torsion element. For each
e3H2(X, Z) satisfying Se, ‚T,1 (mod2) we deÞne the formal power series D*
X,e
on
H
2
(X, R):
D*
X,e
(&)" +
k,e (4)
q
X,e
((&)k)
k!
! +
k,e‘2(4)
q
X,e‘F
((&)k)
k!
where &3H
2
(X, R), e"!e2!3
2
(1#b‘
2
(X)!b
1
(X)), F"PD (‚) and in the b‘
2
(X)"1
case the Donaldson invariants are computed in the unique chamber which contains F on its
boundary. „hen
f If b‘
2
(X)’1, then q
X,e
has simple type on H
0
(X) =H
2
(X) and D
X,e
"!D
X,e‘F
"D*
X,e
.
f If b‘
2
(X)"1 then qL
X,e
has simple type on H
0
(X)=H
2
(X) and DL
X,e
"!DL
X,e‘F
"D*
X,e
.
Proof. Since the self-intersection of the submanifold „2)X is equal to 0, the tubular
neighborhood is di⁄eomorphic to D2]„2. Let us take the splitting X"
XC( (D2]„2)X
T3
D2]„2. Now, we can use the formulas of Theorem 2.2 with X]
1
"X and
X]
2
"S2]„2. Then Theorem 2.7 follows easily from Lemma 2.6 and Theorem 1.3. K
Now, as a corollary of Theorems 2.2 and 2.7, Lemma 2.6 we have
COROLLARY 2.8. ‚et X]
i
"X
i
X
S1]T2
D2]„2, be closed oriented four manifolds with
b‘
2
(X]
i
)*1 for i"1, 2. ‚et X"X
1
XqX2 , where q is as in the proof of ‚emma 2.6. ‚et
‚"[pt]„2], and F"PD (‚). For each &
i
3H
2
(X]
i
, Z) for i"1, 2 satisfying
Q(&
1
, ‚)"Q(&
2
, ‚) let us choose any &3H
2
(X, Z) according to DeÞnition 2.1. ‚et us Þx
a cohomology class e3H2 (X, Z) satisfying Se, ‚T,1 (mod 2). ‚et f
i
3H2(X]
i
, Z) be exten-
sions of e D
Xi
for i"1, 2 satisfying f 2
1
#f 2
2
"e2. …e deÞne formal power series D
X,e
, DXK
1,f1
,
D
X2,f2
as in DeÞnition 2.4, where in the b‘
2
(X]
i
)"1 case DXK
i,fi
corresponds to the unique
chamber which contains F on its boundary. „hen we have an equality of formal power series
in t.
D
X,e
(t&)"!DXK
1,f1
(t&
1
)DXK
2,f2
(t&
2
) cosh2 (SF, &Tt).
Now, we are ready to compute the invariants for the rational elliptic surface.
THEOREM 2.9. ‚et us take E (1)"CP2d9CP2. „ake ‚"(3H!+9
i/1
E
i
), where
H3H
2
(CP2), E
i
3H
2
(CP2) are the standard generators. „hen for each e3H2 (E (1), Z)
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satisfying Se, ‚T,1 (mod2), the Donaldson invariant qL
E (1),e
has simple type, and
DL
E (1),e
"(!1) (e2~e>F)@2 exp(Q/2) 1
cosh(F)
,
where F"PD(‚).
Proof. Since ‚ )‚"0 it follows from Theorem 2.7, that qL
E (1),e
has simple type. Let us
split E (3) as E (3)"X
1
X
T3
X
2
, where X
1
"E (1)C( (D2]„2) and X
2
"E (2)C( (D2]„2).
Now, we can use Corollary 2.8 with X]
1
"E (1) and X]
2
"E(2). Let us Þx cohomology class
c3H2(E (2), Z) such that c D
X1
"e D
E (1)CD2]T2
. For each Z3H
2
(E(1), Z) let us Þx
&3H
2
(E(3), Z), &
i
3H
2
(X]
i
, Z) for i"1, 2 compatible with DeÞnition 2.1 and satisfying
&
1
"Z. Then Theorem 2.9 follows from Lemma 2.5 and Corollary 2.8. K
Next, we give the formula for a general regular elliptic surface extending to the p
g
"0
case results of [5, 14]. Of course, unlike [5, 14] our results are restricted to the case when all
multiplicities are odd.
THEOREM 2.10. For eachP"Mp
1
,2 , psN, with pi are positive integers let E (n)P denote an
elliptic surface with p
g
"n!1 and multiple Þbers with multiplicity p
1
,2 , ps , respectively.
Suppose that P"Mp
1
,2 , psN satisÞes that pi is odd for all i"1,2 , s. ‚et ‚ denote the
homology class of a generic Þber, and let F"PD (‚). „hen for each e3H2 (E (n)P, Z)
satisfying Se, ‚T,1(mod2), we have
f qL
E (1)P,e
has simple type and
DL
E (1)P,e
"(!1) (e2~e>F)@2 exp(Q/2) 1
cosh(F)
s
<
i/1
cosh(F)
cosh(F/p
i
)
f q
E (n)P,e
has simple type for all n’1, and
D
E (n)P,e
"(!1) (e2‘(n~2)e>F)@2 exp(Q/2) coshn~2(F) s<
i/1
cosh(F)
cosh(F/p
i
)
.
Proof. Since E (n) has large di⁄eomorphism group, (cf. [9] ), we know that the Donald-
son series of E(n) for n’1 can be expressed in terms of the intersection form and a formal
power series of the canonical class of E (n). Note that Corollary 2.8 and Theorem 2.9 proves
the formula for D
E (n),e
by induction. Now, we prove Theorem 2.10 using induction on the
number of multiple Þbers. Suppose that Theorem 2.10 is true for s!1 multiple Þbers. We
want to compute D
E (n)P,e
for n*1 and P"Mp
1
,2 , psN. Take X"E (n#1)P @ , where
P@"Mp
1
,2 , ps~1N, and decompose it as X"X1XT3X2, where X1"E(n)P @Cnd (F1) and
X
2
"E(1)Cnd (F
2
). Let us Þx a basis (a, b, c) for H
1
(„3, Z), such that a is the meridian of the
Þber F
1
and (b, c) give a basis for H
1
(F
1
, Z). Let d"(p
s
) ) a#b. Fix a smoothly embedded
oriented two manifold &)X in such a way that &W„3 is homological to
(p
1
2p
s~1
)d3H
1
(„3, Z). Fix / :„3PS1]„2 such that /
*
(d)"[S1]pt], and take
X]
1
"X
1
X
(
D2]„2, X]
2
"X
2
Xq >(D2]„2. Note that X] 1"E (n)P and X] 2"E(1)ps"E (1).
Note, that &WX
i
for i"1, 2 can be extended to a homology class in H2(X]
i
, Z). Now, using
Corollary 2.8 we can relate the Donaldson series of E (1), E (n#1)P@ and E (n)P . An
elementary computation Þnishes the proof of Theorem 2.10. K
Proof of „heorem 1.2. The g"1 case is proved in [23]. Using Corollary 2.8 for the
decomposition F
g
]„2"(F
g~1
]„2C (D2]„2))X
T3
(„2]„2C (D2]„2)) proves the gen-
eral case by induction on g. K
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In Theorem 2.10 we compute SO(3) Donaldson series of E (n)P with Se, ‚T,1 (mod2).
This technical assumption guarantees that in our inductive argument we glue along a single
point instead of the more complicated SU(2) character variety of „3. The other case when
e3H2(E (1)P, Z) satisÞes that Se, ‚T,0 (mod2) is clearly much more complicated: There
are inÞnitely many chambers containing PD(‚) on their boundaries and for metrics pulling
out the Þber the Donaldson invariant q
E (1)P,e
(Zk, (pt)n) is not well deÞned unless
Z3H2(E(1)P , Z) is perpendicular to ‚.
It is quite surprising that after blowing up we still get a Donaldson series that captures
the multiplicities of the logarithmic transformations. For the sake of completeness we
present this result in the next theorem. The proof follows easily from [6], and gluing along
a single point in the SO(3) character variety of the nontrivial circle bundle over „2 with Þrst
Chern class 1, cf. [16, 24].
THEOREM 2.11. ‚et us take E(1)PdCP2, where P"Mp1,2 , psN and pi are positive
integers. Suppose that e3H2(E (1)P, Z) satisÞes Se, ‚T,0 (mod2). ‚et E3H2(CP2, Z) be
the standard generator, and g"PD (E). Choose a point x3H2(E (1)
P
dCP2, R) such that
x2"1 and Sx, ‚!ET"0. For each SO(3) bundle PPE (1)
P
dCP2, with w
2
(P),e!g (2)
we Þx a chamber which contains x on its closure, and denote the corresponding Donaldson
invariant by qx
E (1)PdCP2,e~g
. It follows from the wall crossing formulas of [13, 22] that
for each Z3H2(E (1)PdCP2, R) with Q(Z, ‚!E)"0 the Donaldson invariant
b(Z2k, (pt)n)"qx
E (1)PdCP2,e~g
(Z2k, (pt)n) is well deÞned and independent of the choice of x. …e
claim that b has simple type, the corresponding formal power series is convergent and:
+
2k,e2‘2(4)
b (Z2k)
2k!
# +
2k,e2 (4)
b(Z2k, pt)
2k!
"$exp(Q/2) s<
i/1
sinh(F)
sinh(F/p
i
)
.
3. RELATIVE INVARIANTS
DeÞnition 3.1. Let X be a smooth compact four manifold with boundary, and LX"„3 .
We call X admissible if b
1
(X, LX)"0, and the mod2 reduction of the kernel of
i :H
1
(„3, Z)PH
1
(X, Z) is equal to H
1
(„3, Z
2
).
We will use the structure theorem of Kronheimer and Mrowka, see [14].
PROPOSITION 3.2 (See Kronheimer and Mrowka [14, 15]). ‚et … be a smooth closed
oriented four manifold with b
1
(…)"0 and b‘
2
(…)*3. Suppose that there exists a cohomol-
ogy class e3H2(…, Z), such that q
W,e
has simple type. „hen q
W,c
has simple type as well for
all c3H2 (…, Z). Furthermore, there are integer cohomology classes ‚
1
,2 ,‚s3H2(…, Z)
and non-zero rational numbers a
1
,2 , as , satisfying ‚i,w2(…) (mod 2) for i"1,2 , s, such
that for all c3H2(…, Z) the Donaldson series D
W, c
is given by
D
W,c
"exp(Q/2) s+
i/1
(!1) (c2‘Li > c)@2a
i
eLi.
…e call ‚
1
,2 ,‚s the basic classes of … and ai the coeƒcient of ‚i for i"1,2 , s.
From now on if c"0, then we write q
W
and D
W
instead of q
W, c
and D
W,c
.
LEMMA 3.3. ‚et X be an admissible four manifold. Fix an orientation reversing di⁄eomor-
phism / : L(X)PL (E (1)C(D2]„2)), where D2]„2 is a tubular neighborhood of a regular
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Þber. „ake …"XX
(
(E (1)C(D2]„2)). „hen q
W, c
has simple type for all c3H2(…, Z).
Moreover, every basic class of … is in the image of o :H2(X, „3)PH2 (…), where o is given
by the Mayer—»ietoris sequence.
Proof. Note that b
1
(X, LX) implies that b
1
(…)"0 and b‘
2
(…)*3. Since X is admiss-
ible we can choose an e3H2(…, Z) such that the mod2 reduction of e D
T3
is non-trivial. It
follows from Theorem 2.7 that q
W,e
has simple type, and then it follows from Proposition
3.2 that q
W, c
has simple type for all c3H2(…, Z). Let K
1
,2 ,Ks be the basic classes of
… with coeƒcients a
1
,2 , as . Arguing by contradiction, suppose that at least one of the
basic classes is not in the image of o. Then we can Þx &, Z3H
2
(…, Z) such that Z is in the
image of i : H
2
(E(1)C(D2]„2), Z)PH
2
(…, Z), and the formal power series
f
1, c
(t)" q+
i/1
(!1) (Ki>c‘c2)@2a
i
et (Ki,&), f
2,c
(t)" q+
i/1
(!1) (Ki>c‘c2)@2a
i
et (Ki,&‘Z)
satisfy that for each c3H2 (…, Z) we have f
1,c
Of
2,c
. Now, let us Þx an e3H2(…, Z) such
that the mod2 reduction of e D
T3
is not zero and PD (&) D
T3
is an integer multiple of e D
T3
. Now,
using Corollary 2.8 with & and &#Z proves that
D
W,e
(t (&#Z))"exp(t2(Q (&#Z, &#Z)!Q(Z, Z))/2)D
W,e
(&)
but that contradicts f
1,e
Of
2,e
. K
DeÞnition 3.4. For each admissible four manifold X, see DeÞnition 3.1 we deÞne the
relative basic classes of X in the following way. Let us form … as in Lemma 3.3, and let
K
1
,2 ,Ks be the basic classes of … with coeƒcients a1 ,2 , as. Note that the map
o : H2(X, „3)PH2 (…) is always injective. Then by Lemma 3.3 each basic class K
s
gives
a unique element ‚
s
3H2 (X, „3). We call ‚
1
, ‚
2
,2 ,‚s3H2 (X, „3) the relative basic
classes of X, and a
i
the coeƒcient of ‚
i
for i"1,2 , s.
Note that in DeÞnition 3.4 we use a di⁄eomorphism /, when forming …. It follows from
Lemma 3.5 that the relative basic classes and their coeƒcients are independent of the choice
of /.
LEMMA 3.5. ‚et ‰"E (1)C(D2]„2). Fix a basis on H
1
(L‰, Z)"H
1
(„3, Z). ‚et
Di⁄
‘
(‰) denote the group of orientation preserving self-di⁄eomorphisms of …. Each
g3Di⁄
‘
(‰) induces a linear automorphism n (g)3SL(3, Z), by restricting g
*
to H
1
(‰, Z). …e
claim that n :Di⁄
‘
(‰)PSL (3, Z) is surjective.
Proof. Let us Þx an elliptic Þbration of E(1) which contains at least one cusp singularity.
A small perturbation of the Þbration gives two Þshtail singularities. Fix a basis
a, b, c3H
1
(L(E (1)C(D2]„2)), Z), such that a represents the meridian of the Þber, b and
c are the vanishing cycles corresponding, respectively, to the two Þshtail singularities
deÞned above. It is well known that the monodromies of the Þshtail Þbers generate Im(q),
where q : SL(2, Z)PSL(3, Z) is given by q(A)(a)"a, q(A) (b, c)"A(b, c). On the other
hand, it is proved in [11] that we also have o3Im(n), where o (a)"b, o (b)"c, o (c)"a.
It is easy to see that o and Im(q) generates SL(3, Z) and that Þnishes the proof of
Lemma 3.5. K
The following theorem follows from Theorem 2.9, Corollary 2.8, Lemma 3.3 and
DeÞnition 3.4.
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THEOREM 3.6 (Generalized logarithmic transform). ‚et X be an admissible four manifold,
and / an orientation-reversing di⁄eomorphism between L (D2]„2), and L(X). ‚et
X(/)"XX
(
(D2]„2), ‚"[pt]„2]3H
2
(X(/)), and F"PD (‚). „hen for each
c3H2(X(/), Z) satisfying Sc, ‚T,1 (mod2) we have
D
X ((),c
"exp(Q/2)A
s
+
i/1
(!1) (c2‘c>Li~c>F)@2a
i
eo (Li)B
1
cosh(F)
where ‚
1
,2 ,‚s are the relative basic classes of X with coeƒcients a1 ,2 , as,
o : H2(X, „3)PH2 (X(/)) is given by the Mayer—»ietoris sequence, and if b‘
2
(X(/))"1, then
the Donaldson series is computed in the unique chamber which contains F on its boundary.
THEOREM 3.7 (Generalized Þber sum). Suppose that X
1
and X
2
are admissible four
manifolds and Þx a / : LX
1
PLX
2
orientation reversing di⁄eomorphism. ‚et Z"X
1
X
(
X
2
.
„hen q
Z
has simple type, and the Donaldson series D
Z
can be computed in the following way.
‚et ‚
1
,2 ,‚s be the relative basic classes of X1, with coeƒcients a1 ,2 , as , and let
K
1
,2 ,Kt be the relative basic classes of X2 , with coeƒcients b1 ,2 , bt . „hen we have
D
Z
"exp (Q/2) A
s
+
i/1
t
+
j/1
a
i
b
j
) eo (Li‘Kj)B ,
where o : H2 (X
1
, „3, Z)= H2 (X
2
, „3, Z)PH2 (Z, Z) is given by the Mayer—»ietoris
sequence.
Proof. First, we claim that for each &3H2(Z, Z) and e3H2 (Z, Z) satisfying that the
mod2 reduction of e D
T3
is not zero and PD (&) D
T3
is an integer multiple of eD
T3
we have
D
Z,e
(t&)"exp (t2Q (&, &)/2) s+
i/1
t
+
j/1
(!1) (e2‘e>o (Li‘Kj))@2a
i
b
j
eWo (Li‘Kj), t&X . ( * )
Fix an orientation reversing di⁄eomorphism n :L (X
1
)PS1]„2 such that eD
T3
is an odd
multiple of n* (PD (S1]pt)) and deÞne X]
1
"X
1
Xn (D2]„2) and X] 2"X2Xn>(~1(D2]„2)
as in Section 2. Then ( *) follows from Corollary 2.8 and Theorem 3.6.
Since X
1
and X
2
are admissible, it follows that b
1
(Z)"0 and b‘
2
(Z)*3. So it follows
from Theorem 2.7 and Proposition 3.2 that q
W
has simple type. We have to prove that the
basic classes and their coeƒcients agree with the ones given in Theorem 3.7, and that is an
elementary exercise from ( * ). K
In order to illustrate the power of Theorem 3.7 we compute the Donaldson series of the
following examples. Note that these invariants have been computed already by Fintushel
and Stern in [6] using their rational blowdown formulas.
THEOREM 3.8. For each n
1
, n
2
,P
1
"Mp
1
,2 , psN,P2"Mq1 ,2 , qtN with n1, n2*1, pi, qj
positive odd integers we deÞne a smooth closed four manifold
B(n
1
, n
2
,P
1
,P
2
)"(E (n
1
)P
1
Cnd (‚
1
))Z
(
(E(n
2
)P
2
Cnd (‚
2
))
where E(n
i
)P
i
denote regular elliptic surfaces just as in „heorem 2.10, ‚
i
)E (n
i
)P
i
are generic
Þbers for i"1, 2 and / : L(E (n
1
)P
1
Cnd (‚
1
))PL(E (n
2
)P
2
C(nd (‚
2
)) satisÞes /
*
(a
1
)"b
2
,
/
*
(b
1
)"c
2
, /
*
(c
1
)"a
2
, where a
i
, b
i
, c
i
3H
1
(L(E (n
i
)P
i
Cnd (‚
i
)), Z), a
i
represents the meridian
of ‚
i
and b
i
, c
i
are dual homology classes induced from H
1
(‚
i
, Z) for i"1, 2. „hen the
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Donaldson invariants of B (n
1
, n
2
, P
1
, P
2
) have simple type, and
D
B (n1,n2,P1,P2)
"exp (Q/2) sinhn1~1(F
1
) sinhn2~1 (F
2
)
s
<
i/1
sinh (F
1
)
sinh(F
1
/p
i
)
t
<
j/1
sinh (F
2
)
sinh (F
2
/q
j
)
where F
i
3H2 (B (n
1
, n
2
,P
1
,P
2
), Z) is the Poincare dual of [‚
i
] for i"1, 2.
Proof. We already know the Donaldson series of E (n
1
#1)P
1
and E (n
2
#1)P
2
, cf.
Theorem 2.10, Proposition 3.2. That gives the relative invariants of E (n
1
)P
1
Cnd (‚
1
) and
E(n
2
)P
2
Cnd (‚
2
), cf. DeÞnition 3.4. Now, Theorem 3.8 follows from Theorem 3.7.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2
We will need the following proposition:
PROPOSITION 4.1. For any ßat cylindrical end metric on X"„3]R, the moduli space of
Þnite energy anti-self-dual SO(3)-connections with w
2
O0 is smooth.
Proof. Let A be a Þnite energy ASD connection on a non-trivial SO(3)-bundle
PP„3]R. Since the character variety of conjugacy classes of homomorphisms
n
1
(„3)PSO (3) with a given nontrivial w
2
consists of a unique point and that point is
smooth and irreducible it follows (see [20]) that the deformation complex for A is
Ed(A) :)0d (adP)
d
A&" )1d (adP)
d
A
‘&" )2
‘,d (adP)
where )id denotes the space of exponentially decaying forms with exponent of decay d’0,
suƒciently small. Since A is irreducible H0(Ed (A))"0. We need to see that H2 (Ed(A))"0
or equivalently that d‘
A ¡
(d‘
A
)* has trivial kernel. Since the metric on X is ßat and since
F‘
A
"0, the self-dual analogue of the Weitzenbock formula (6.26) on p. 111 of [7] shows us
that
d‘
A ¡
(d‘
A
)*"+*
A ¡
+
A
where +
A
: )2
‘
(X; adP)P)1 (X; "2
‘
„*X?adP) is the covariant derivative induced by
A and the Levi—Civita connection. From the basic identity (6.18) on p. 110 of [7] we have
for all a3)2
‘
(X; adP)
S+*
A ¡
+
A
(a), aT"1
2
*( D a D2)#D +
A
a D 2 .
Thus, if +*
A ¡
+
A
(a)"0, then *( D a D2) 0. But the only non-negative sub-harmonic function
on a manifold which decays to 0 at inÞnity is the constant zero function. This implies that
D a D2"0 and hence that a"0. (Alternatively, if a decays exponentially to zero, then the
same is true (by elliptic regularity) for +
A
(a) and +*
A
+
A
(a). Hence, we can integrate by parts
to show that +*
A
+
A
(a)"0 implies +
A
(a)"0. Then * ( D a D 2)"0 and D a D2 is a harmonic
function decaying to zero at inÞnity. Again integration by parts tells us D a D2"0, i.e.
a"0.) K
Let g
1
, g
2
denote cylindrical end metrics on X
1
X
Y
‰][0, R) and
X
2
X
~Y
(!‰)][0,R) respectively, such that the restrictions of g
1
, g
2
to the ends are equal
to the product metric h#dt2 , where h is a ßat metric on ‰"„3. For any „’0 we deÞne
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a metric g
T
on X („)"X
1
X
Y
(‰][!„, „])X
Y
X
2
, which is equal to g
i
on X
i
for i"1, 2,
and equal to h#dt2 on ‰][!„, „].
Let M
X
(„) be the ASD moduli space corresponding to the metric g
T
and the SO (3)-
bundle PPX, where w
2
(P),e(mod2), and !p
1
(P)"n#a
1
#a
2
#2(b
1
#b
2
)#
3
2
(1#b‘
2
(X)!b
1
(X)). Let v
1
, v
2
and & be as in Theorem 2.2. Since Donaldson polynomial
invariants are multilinear we can assume that k (v
1
), k (v
2
), k (&) are integer cohomology
classes. LetÕs Þx stratiÞed subspaces D (v
1
), D (v
2
) representing k ( f 1
*
(v
1
)), k ( f 2
*
(v
2
)) in such
a way that D(v
1
) is supported in X
1
and D(v
2
) is supported in X
2
. We deÞne
N
X
(„)"M
X
(„)WD (v
1
)WD (v
2
).
We still have to Þx geometric representatives for k (&), that behave well under the gluing
construction. In order to obtain that goal, we have to make a digression here.
Let & be a complete, oriented Riemannian surface with every end being a product
S1][0, R) metric. Let …P& be a spin structure so that in each end the holonomy of the
spin connection +3 on … covering the standard connection on the frame bundle of „& is
!1. Let S$(…) be the spin bundles. They are complex line bundles with ” (1) connections.
We have the Dirac operator
L/& :! (S‘ (…))P! (S~ (…)).
LEMMA 4.2. L/& is a Fredholm operator from
L/& :‚21 (S‘ (…))"‚2 (S~(…))
of index 0.
Now, let Ad(&; S” (2)) be the space of S”(2)-connections on &]SU (2) which decay
with exponent d to a trivial connection at each end of &. Then for each A3Ad(&; SU (2)) we
can form a coupled operator
L/&?A :! (S‘ (…))?C C2
by L/&?A (p‘? z)"L/& (p‘)? z#+(z) )p‘, where ) is the map induced by Cli⁄ord multipli-
cation.
LEMMA 4.3. For each A3Ad(&; SU (2))
L/&? A :‚21(S‘ (…)?C C2)P‚2(S~(…L/&)?C C2)
is a Fredholm operator of index 0.
Thus, we have a smooth family of Fredholm operators parametrized by Ad(&; SU (2)).
There is a determinant line bundle det(L/&)OLI &PAd (&; SU (2)). It is a complex line bundle
with hermitian metric coming from the ‚2 inner product of sections. Note that the
restriction of this line bundle to A*d (&; SU (2)) (the open subset of irreducible connections)
descends to a line bundleL&PB*d (&; SU (2)). Its Þrst Chern class c1 (L&) is denoted by k (&)
3H2 (B*d (&), Z).
LetAd,w2/0 (&; SO (3)) be the space of SO(3)-connections on &]SO (3) which exponen-
tially decay with exponent d to the trivial connection at each end of & and for which the
relative w
2
is trivial. Then we have a map q: Ad,w2/0(&; SO (3))PAd (&; SU (2)) which is
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a di⁄eomorphism and is the inverse of the natural projection map Ad(&; SU (2))
PAd,w2/0(&; SO (3)). If we deÞne the gauge group G(&; SO (3)) for the product SO(3)-
bundle to be the image of automorphisms of the trivial SU(2)-bundle, then q induces
a homeomorphism between the quotient spaces.
Thus, we have the determinant line bundle
L&PAd,w2/0 (&; SO(3))
obtained by lifting the connection to SU(2) and coupling with L/&. This line bundle has an
action of G (&; SO (3)) covering the usual action on Ad,w2/0 (&; SO (3)).
Let l (&) be the total space of a two-disk bundle over &. We have the restriction map
Ad,w2/0(l (&); SO (3))PAd,w2/0(&; SO (3)).
We can pull backL& to give a line bundleLI &(l (&))PAd,w2/0(l (&); SO (3)). Restricting to
irreducible connections and dividing out by the gauge group gives us a complex line bundle
L&(l (&))PB*d,w2/0(l(&); SO (3)).
In order to simplify the notation from now on we denote B*d,w2/0 (l (&); SO (3)) by
B* (l (&)). Now, let X be a cylindrical-end four-manifold with ends isometric to „3
~
][0,R).
Fix a generic Riemannian metric on X which is a product metric on each end. Let &)X be
a Riemannian surface which is cylindrical in each end of X with S1)„3 divisible by 2 in
H
1
(„3, Z). Let PPX be an SO(3)-bundle with the property that the restriction of P to each
end „3][0,R) on X is non-trivial, i.e. has non-zero w
2
. LetM
k
(P) denote the moduli space
of ASD connections on P with total energy k, by this we mean that :
X
p
1
(A)"!k. After
enlarging M
k
(P) by generalized solutions with background energy less then k we get the
Uhlenbeck space M
k
(P). Let I(&) )M
k
(P) be the closed subset of generalized connec-
tions with a singular point in & and let l (I(&)) M
k
(P) be a regular neighborhood ofI (&)
inM
k
(P) . Then there exists l (&) X a regular neighborhood of & in X, such that there is
a well-deÞned restriction map
M
k
(P)!l (I(&)) r&"B* (l (&))
which is continuous and smooth on each stratum. The pullback of L&(l(&)) via r, is then
a line bundle
L&P(Mk(P)!l (I(&))).
By the analysis in [9, Ch. 4] we have:
LEMMA 4.4. „he Þrst Chern class of c
1
(L&)3H2(Mk (P)!l (I(&)), Z) extends uniquely
to a class in H2(M
k
(P), Z). …e denote the extended class by k (&).
As the notation suggests, these classes are closely related to the usual k classes used and
deÞned in Donaldson polynomial invariants.
PROPOSITION 4.5. ‚et X („)"X
1
X
T3
„3][!„, „]X
T3
X
2
as before, where „<0. ‚et
&)X („ ) be a smoothly embedded Riemannian surface with &W („3][!„, „])
"S@][!„, „] where [S@]3H
1
(„3) is divisible by 2. „hen by extending &WX
i
to the
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inÞnite cylinder, we get cylindrical end Riemannian surfaces &#
i
)X
i
X
T3
„3][0,R). ‚et
PPX be an SO (3) bundle with w
2
(P) D
T3
O0. ‚et P
i
"P D
Xi
. …e also denote by P
i
the
extension of this bundle over X
i
X
T3
„3][0,R). …e have classes k (&)3H2(M
k
(P), Z) and
k (&#
i
)3H2 (M
k
(P
i
), Z). Fix k
1
, k
2
with k
1
#k
2
"k. ‚et ”
i
LM
ki
(P
i
) be those connections
with energy (e on „3][„!1,R), where e is small. Since the SO (3) character variety
corresponding to P D
T3
is a unique smooth point, we have the „aubes gluing map
G :”
1
]”
2
)M
k
(P). „hen the pullback G*k (&) is equal to:
G*k (&)"k (&#
1
) D
U1
#k (&#
2
) D
U2
.
Proof. It suƒces to work with the line bundles
L&PMk(P)!l (I(&)) and L& i# D (”iWMki(Pi)!l(I(&i))).
If we show that
G*L&:(L&
1
# D (”1WMk1(P1)!l (I(&#1))))? (L&2# D(”2WMk2(P2)!l (I(&#2))))
then the result follows from the unique extension results of [9]. Let ”LM
k
(P) be the image
G (”
1
]”
2
). The restriction map
”W(M
k
(P)!l (&))PB* (l(&))
is homotopic to a map whose image lies in the subspace B@(l (&)), that consists of connec-
tions trivial on l(&)W[!„#1, „!1]. This subset of B* (l(&)) embeds in the product
B* (l(&#
1
))]B*(l (&#
2
)) by extending by the trivial connection. We see that ”
1
]”
2
PB* (l (&#
1
))]B* (l(&#
2
)) homotopy commutes with the composition
”
1
]”
2
G&" ” r@&"B@(l(&)) aLPB* (l (&#1))]B* (l (&#2)).
Similarly, r :”PB*(l (&)) homotopy commutes with composition
” r@&"B@(l (&))"B* (l(&)).
Thus, to prove the result we need only to see that for „<0
( **) L& DB@(v (&)):a* (L&1# ?L&2#).
But this is clear: Suppose we have a connection A3A*d,w2/0(l (&)) and an element p3KerL/A
of norm 1. Then p D
S1]*~1,1+
is exponentially small with respect to „. We form elements
p
i
3S‘ (…#
i
), where …#
i
P&#
i
is the spin-bundle determined by restricting …P&, by
damping p to 0 in p
S1]*~1,1+
and extending by 0. We then take ‚2-orthogonal projections
n(p
i
) in KerL/& i# ?A D & i# . This deÞnes an almost isometry from Ker(L/& ?A) to
Ker(L/&
1
# ?A D &
1
#) =Ker(L/&
2
# ?A D &
2
#). There is an analogous construction at the cokernels.
These almost isometries induce an almost isometry aJ :L&PL&
1
# ?L&
2
# covering a. This
establishes the isomorphism in ( ** ). K
There are variants of this result which are proved in the same fashion. For example if we
have disjoint cylinders C
i
"S1][t
2i
, t
2i‘1
] for i"0,2 , n such that !„)t0(
t
1
(2(t
2n‘1
)„ and t
2i‘1
!t
2i
’„
0
<0 decomposing & onto
&#
1
‹S1][t
1
, t
2
]‹2‹S1][t
2n~1
, t
2n
] ‹&#
2
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and we let ”(C
0
,2 , Cn)3Mk(P) be the open subset of connections with small energy on
each C
i
then
k(&) D
U (C0,2 , Cn)
:b* (k (&#
1
)#k (S1]R)#2k(S1]R)
hgggigggj
n-terms
#k (&#
2
))
under a map
b :” (C
0
,2 , Cn)PB* (&#1)]2]B* (&#2)
deÞned by damping each connection to trivial in C
i
and decomposing as before.
Similarly, if &# is a cylindrical-end surface and (C
0
,2 ,Cn) &# as before, then
k (&#) D
U (C0,2 , Cn)
"b* (k (&#
1
)#k (S@]R)#2#k (S1]R)).
We also need isomorphisms of the corresponding line bundles similar to ( ** ) .
LEMMA 4.6. ‚et ” (&, C
0
,2 , Cn)LMk (P)!l (I (&)) denote those connections in the
moduli space that have energy less then a Þxed small e on each cylinder C
i
and have no ideal
points in l (&). Similarly, as before, we have a map
b :” (&, C
0
,2 ,Cn)PB* (l (&#1))]B* (l(S1]R))]2]B* (l(S1]R))]B* (l(&#2)).
Covering b is an almost isometry
bI :L&PL&#
1
?L
S1]R
?2?L
S1]R
?L&
2
# .
Now, we are ready to Þx divisors representing k (&), k (&#
i
) and k (S1]R), cf. also [1,
Lemma 3].
LEMMA 4.7. „here are generic sections p
S1]R
forL
S1]R
over B*(S1]R), invariant under
the R action, p&
i
# for L&#
i
over B*(&#
i
), and p& for L& over B* (&) and a continuous function
c(„) with lim
T?=
c („)"0 such that for each collection of disjoint cylinders (C
0
,2 , Cn) with
t
2i‘1
!t
2i
’„ for i"0,2 , n we have that
p& DU (&,C0,2 ,Cn) and b* (p&1# ?pS1]R ?2?pS1]R ? p&#2)
are within c („) in the C1 topology.
When we deÞne p
S1]R
, p&#
i
, p& we have to deal with several di⁄erent energy distributions.
The moduli space is covered by Taubes gluing maps along cylinders where the energy is
small. Using the fact that on the overlappings the di⁄erent compositions of b and bI give
almost the same maps, with a C1 estimate on the error term which goes to 0 as „PR, we
can deÞne by a straightforward inductive argument the generic sections as required.
Now, let (&
1
, &
2
, &
3
) be compatible with & in the sense of DeÞnition 2.1. We can assume
that these homology classes are divisible by 2. Let us Þx surfaces &(1),2 , &(n), in general,
position in X
T
representing the homology class of &, such that each & (i) intersects
„3][!„, „] in an S1][!„, „]. We do that in such a way, that the standard extension
of & ( j)WX
i
to a closed surface in X]
i
represents &
i
. Now, we Þx generic divisors D(& (i), „)
representing k (&) in such a way, that over M
k
!l (I(&
i
)) the divisor is deÞned as the zero
locus of p& (i) as in Lemma 4.7. Similarly, we Þx divisors D (&#1(i)) and D(&#2(i)) in the
cylindrical end moduli spaces corresponding to p&#
1 (i)
and p&#
2(i)
.
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We claim the following
LEMMA 4.8. ‚etN
X
(„ ) as before. For each e’0 there is a bound „
1
(e)<0 such that for
each „*2„
1
(e) and A3N
X
(„ )WD (& (1), „)W2WD(& (n), „), we have that the energy of
A on the cylinder C"[!„#„
1
, „!„
1
] is less then e.
Proof. Suppose the result is not true for all „<0. Then there is an Uhlenbeck limit of
the form (A, E
1
,2 ,Et, B), with some t’0, representing a point in
M
k1
(X
1
)]M
l1
(„3]R)]2]M
lt
(„3]R)]M
k2
(X
2
)
with t’0. The usual counting arguments show that there are no singular points in the
limit. We also see that each E
i
lies in the intersection of l
i
divisors. Since these divisors are
generic and R-invariant, this is a contradiction.
This lemma implies that for „ large enough the moduli space N
X
(„)W(& (1),„)W2W
D(&(n), „) decomposes into disjoint pieces. Each piece can be written as a product of
compact zero-dimensional manifolds
(Nm1
X1
Y
j|n1D (&#1(i)))](Nm2X2 m
2Y
j|n2 D (&#2(i)))
where D n
i
D"m
i
and n
1
, n
2
are complementary subsets of M1,2 , nN. Here NmiXi are the
intersection of D(v
i
) with the cylindrical-end moduli spaces over X
i
X
T3
„3][0,R), and
m
i
denotes half of the formal dimension of Nmi
Xi
. As a corollary we get
LEMMA 4.9. ‚et S
n
"M1,2 , nN. For each 0)m)n we deÞne Am"
MnLS
n
D D n D"mN. „hen for each, i"1, 2, m
i
,e
i
#a
i
(mod2) and n3A
mi
let B
i
(n) denote
the number of points in
Nmi
Xi
Y
j|nD (&#i ( j))
counted with orientation. „hen
q
X,e
( f 1
*
(v
1
), f 2
*
(v
2
), (&)n)" +
m1,e1‘a1(2) A +n|Am1B1(n)B2(SnCn)B.
We also have similar decompositions and formulas for X]
1
"X
1
X
T3
(D2]„2),
X]
2
"(D2]„2)X
T3
X
2
, and S2]„2"(D2]„2)X
T3
(D2]„2). For homology class &
i
we Þx
geometric representatives &
i
( j ) X]
i
(„) for i"1, 2, such that the corresponding cylin-
drical-end-Riemannian surfaces in X
i
X
T3
][0, R) agree with the already deÞned &#
i
( j). In
the same fashion we also Þx cylindrical-end Riemannian surfaces &#
4
( j) and &#
5
( j ) corres-
ponding to D2]„2LX]
1
and D2]„2LX]
2
respectively. Note that &#
4
( j) and &#
5
( j ) also
determines smoothly embedded surfaces in S2]„2. Applying the same techniques as
before, we get
LEMMA 4.10. For each p3A
2k
and i"1, 2, let C
i
(p) denote the number of points in
N2k
D2]T2
W
j|p D(&#i‘3( j )) counted with orientation. ‚et di"ei#ai (mod2), for i"1, 2. „hen
f For each n
1
,d
1
(mod2), 0)n
1
)n, and each nLA
n1
we have
q*
XK 1,e1
(g1
*
(v
1
), (&
1
)n1)" +
m1,n1 (2)
A +pLn,p|Am1 B1(p)C2 (nCp)B .
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f For each n
2
,d
2
(mod2), 0)n
2
)n, and each nLA
n2
we have
q*
XK 2,e2
(g2
*
(v
2
), (&
2
)n2)" +
m2,n2 (2)
A +pLn,p|Am2 B2(p)C1 (nCp)B .
f For each 0)k)[n/2] and each nLA
2k
we have
q*
S2]T2
((&
3
)2k)" k+
j/1
A +pLn,p|A2j C1(p)C2(nC(p)B .
Now, the proof of Theorem 2.2) follows easily from Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10:
Let Z
n
denote the set containing partitions of S
n
"M1,2 , nN into disjoint sets
c
1
,2 , c2k , satisfying that k*2, D c1 D,d1 (mod2), D c2 D,d2 (mod2), D ci D are even for all
3)i)2k and D c
2i~1
Xc
2i
D’0 for all 3)i)k. As a corollary of Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10 we
see that the equation in Theorem 2.2 is equivalent to:
+
pLSn, D p D,d1(2)
B
1
(p)B
2
(S
n
Cp)"! +
c3Z
n
(B
1
(c
1
)C
2
(c
3
)) ) (B
2
(c
2
)C
1
(c
4
))
k
<
j/3
C
1
(c
2j~1
)C
2
(c
2j
).
Now, checking this formula in a special case shows that using the appropriate orientation
we have C
1
(0))C
2
(0)"!1. Then a standard combinatorial argument shows that terms on
the right-hand side c3Z
n
with c
3
Xc
4
O0 cancel those with c
3
Xc
4
"0 and k’2. It is easy
to see that the remaining sum is equal to the left hand side. That Þnishes the proof of
Theorem 2.2. K
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